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moccasins. What is the meaning of this strange message left on the doorstep? Only Sal knows, and on a
roadtrip with her grandparents she tells the bizarre tale of Phoebe Winterbottom, Phoebe’s disappearing
mother and the lunatic. But who can help Sal make sense of the mystery that surrounds her own story . . .
and her own missing mother?
The Premed Playbook Ryan Gray 2018-06-19 The Premed Playbook: Guide to the Medical School Personal
Statement helps guide students in crafting their stories for the medical school Admission Committees. It's not
only a collection of essays from students who got into top schools, but is a showcase of essays that started
badly and were honed to tell great stories. Ryan Gray, MD shares the stories of students who likely didn’t
have a shot, but ultimately succeed, in part because of the advice laid out in The Premed Playbook: Guide to
the Medical School Personal Statement. They had to ﬁght their way into medical school—and told a great
story to do it.
Life Before Birth Bonnie Steinbock 2011-07-11 Life Before Birth provides a coherent framework for
addressing bioethical issues in which the moral status of embryos and fetuses is relevant. It is based on the
"interest view" which ascribes moral standing to beings with interests, and connects the possession of
interests with the capacity for conscious awareness or sentience. The theoretical framework is applied to
ethical and legal topics, including abortion, prenatal torts, wrongful life, the crime of feticide, substance
abuse by pregnant women, compulsory cesareans, assisted reproduction, and stem cell research. Along the
way, diﬃcult philosophical problems, such as identity and the non-identity problem are thoroughly explored.
The book will be of interest not only to philosophers, but also physicians, lawyers, policy makers, and anyone
perplexed by the many diﬃculties surrounding the unborn. "Bonnie Steinbock's excellent book is . . .
consistent, thoroughgoing, and intelligible." --Nature "Steinbock's book is valuable for all interested in the
ethical/legal issues surrounding abortion, prenatal injury and liability, maternal-fetal conﬂict, and
fetal/embryo research. The author provides an excellent historical overview of these issues, but she also
addresses the issues from the stance of a particular theory of moral status, namely, interest theory. This
gives coherence to her discussion as well as allowing testing of the viability of interest theory." --Choice "A
focused, lucid, analytically ﬁne-grained discussion of a wide variety of problems. . . extremely useful as a
survey of the current state of the debate." --Religious Studies Review "Merits serious consideration by
physicians. Steinbock's interests-based approach treats all questions as open -- another and most welcome
breath of fresh air." -New England Journal of Medicine "An extremely valuable contribution to the literature.
The author carefully identiﬁes the many bioethical issues to which the status of embryos and fetuses is
relevant....She thoroughly reviews the extensive medical, bioethical, and legal literature on all of these
issues, oﬀering well-developed critiques of many standard positions. She articulates and thoughtfully
defends interesting positions on all of theses topics. Anyone with an interest in these issues will learn a great
deal from her knowledgeable and judicious treatment of them." -- The Journal of Clinical Ethics
Math with Bad Drawings Ben Orlin 2018-09-18 A hilarious reeducation in mathematics-full of joy, jokes,
and stick ﬁgures-that sheds light on the countless practical and wonderful ways that math structures and
shapes our world. In Math With Bad Drawings, Ben Orlin reveals to us what math actually is; its myriad uses,
its strange symbols, and the wild leaps of logic and faith that deﬁne the usually impenetrable work of the

Broken Landscape Frank Pommersheim 2009-09-02 Broken Landscape is a sweeping chronicle of Indian
tribal sovereignty under the United States Constitution and the way that legislators have interpreted and
misinterpreted tribal sovereignty since the nation's founding. Frank Pommersheim, one of America's leading
scholars in Indian tribal law, oﬀers a novel and deeply researched synthesis of this legal history from colonial
times to the present, confronting the failures of constitutional analysis in contemporary Indian law
jurisprudence. He demonstrates that the federal government has repeatedly failed to respect the
Constitution's recognition of tribal sovereignty. Instead, it has favored excessive, unaccountable authority in
its dealings with tribes. Pommersheim argues that the Supreme Court has strayed from its Constitutional
roots as well, consistently issuing decisions over two centuries that have bolstered federal power over the
tribes. Closing with a proposal for a Constitutional amendment that would reaﬃrm tribal sovereignty, Broken
Landscape challenges us to ﬁnally accord Indian tribes and Indian people the respect and dignity that are
their due.
Things Fall Apart Chinua Achebe 2013-04-25 Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West
Africa. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile
to ﬁnd missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown radically oﬀbalance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. Chinua Achebe's stark novel reshaped both African and world
literature. This arresting parable of a proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins
Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of one African community, continued in Arrow of God
and No Longer at Ease.
Accounting Principles Philip E. Fess 1993
Science, Evolution, and Creationism Institute of Medicine 2008-01-28 How did life evolve on Earth? The
answer to this question can help us understand our past and prepare for our future. Although evolution
provides credible and reliable answers, polls show that many people turn away from science, seeking other
explanations with which they are more comfortable. In the book Science, Evolution, and Creationism, a group
of experts assembled by the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Medicine explain the
fundamental methods of science, document the overwhelming evidence in support of biological evolution,
and evaluate the alternative perspectives oﬀered by advocates of various kinds of creationism, including
"intelligent design." The book explores the many fascinating inquiries being pursued that put the science of
evolution to work in preventing and treating human disease, developing new agricultural products, and
fostering industrial innovations. The book also presents the scientiﬁc and legal reasons for not teaching
creationist ideas in public school science classes. Mindful of school board battles and recent court decisions,
Science, Evolution, and Creationism shows that science and religion should be viewed as diﬀerent ways of
understanding the world rather than as frameworks that are in conﬂict with each other and that the evidence
for evolution can be fully compatible with religious faith. For educators, students, teachers, community
leaders, legislators, policy makers, and parents who seek to understand the basis of evolutionary science,
this publication will be an essential resource.
Walk Two Moons Sharon Creech 2020-09-17 Don’t judge a man until you’ve walked two moons in his
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mathematician. Truth and knowledge come in multiple forms: colorful drawings, encouraging jokes, and the
stories and insights of an empathetic teacher who believes that math should belong to everyone. Orlin shows
us how to think like a mathematician by teaching us a brand-new game of tic-tac-toe, how to understand an
economic crises by rolling a pair of dice, and the mathematical headache that ensues when attempting to
build a spherical Death Star. Every discussion in the book is illustrated with Orlin's trademark "bad
drawings," which convey his message and insights with perfect pitch and clarity. With 24 chapters covering
topics from the electoral college to human genetics to the reasons not to trust statistics, Math with Bad
Drawings is a life-changing book for the math-estranged and math-enamored alike.
Sustainability Through the Lens of Environmental Sociology 2018-02-14 Our planet is undergoing
radical environmental and social changes. Sustainability has now been put into question by, for example, our
consumption patterns, loss of biodiversity, depletion of resources, and exploitative power relations. With
apparent ecological and social limits to globalization and development, current levels of consumption are
unsustainable, inequitable, and inaccessible to the majority of humans. Understanding and attaining
sustainability is a crucial matter at a time when our planet is in peril--environmentally, economically, socially,
and politically. Since its oﬃcial inception in the 1970s, environmental sociology has provided a powerful lens
to understanding the challenges, possibilities and modes of sustainability. Most chapters in this book were
published as peer-reviewed articles in Sustainability in its special issue "Sustainability through the Lens of
Environmental Sociology," providing an environmental sociology approach to understanding and achieving
the widely used notion of "sustainability." This edited collection covers, among other topics, the inherent
discursive formations of environmental sociology, conceptual tools and paradoxes, competing theories and
practices, and their complex implications on our society at large. Chapters in this book speciﬁcally focus on
how sustainable development has been understood through diﬀerent theoretical lenses in environmental
sociology, such as ecological modernization, policy/reformist sustainable development, and critical structural
approaches (such as the treadmill of production, ecological Marxism, metabolic rift theory, etc.); and how
sustainable development has been practiced in, or by, various stakeholders, such as states, corporations,
and local communities, for various ends, through the use of speciﬁc case studies, showing, for example, the
discursive shifts, dynamic formations, and diverse contours of sustainable development. The range of
relevant topics includes: - Environmental sociology as a ﬁeld of inquiry for sustainability - Historical context
of sustainable development in environmental sociology - Nature-society relationship in environmental
sociology - Theories/approaches to sustainability discourse in environmental sociology Environmentalism/environmental movements for sustainability - Empirical cases (such as climate change,
biodiversity, food, certiﬁcation, etc.) through the lens of environmental sociology
Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics Powerplant Handbook United States. Flight Standards Service 1971
Aromatherapy Science Maria Lis-Balchin 2006 Aromatherapy is one of the fastest growing forms of
alternative medicine in the UK and USA. Essential oils are now sold in pharmacies and aromatherapy is
increasingly being used in hospitals and primary care settings.This unique book takes an analytical and
scientiﬁc approach to aromatherapy practices and principles based on the scientiﬁc evidence to date.The
monographs cover commonly used essential oils and their therapeutic uses, details of toxicity, bioactivity,
contraindications and clinical studies. This book provides pharmacists, GPs, nurses and other healthcare
professionals with reliable scientiﬁcally based information on this growing discipline.
The Outsiders S. E. Hinton 2019 The struggle of three brothers to stay together after their parent's death
and their quest for identity among the conﬂicting values of their adolescent society.
The Color of Citizenship Diego A. von Vacano 2012-01-18 The role of race in politics, citizenship, and the
state is one of the most perplexing puzzles of modernity. While political thought has been slow to take up
this puzzle, Diego von Vacano suggests that the tradition of Latin American and Hispanic political thought,
which has long considered the place of mixed-race peoples throughout the Americas, is uniquely wellpositioned to provide useful ways of thinking about the connections between race and citizenship. As he
argues, debates in the United States about multiracial identity, the possibility of a post-racial world in the
aftermath of Barack Obama, and demographic changes owed to the age of mass migration will inevitably
have to confront the intellectual tradition related to racial admixture that comes to us from Latin America.
Von Vacano compares the way that race is conceived across the writings of four thinkers, and across four
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diﬀerent eras: the Spanish friar Bartolomé de Las Casas writing in the context of empire; Simón Bolivar
writing during the early republican period; Venezuelan sociologist Laureano Vallenilla Lanz on the role of race
in nationalism; and Mexican philosopher José Vasconcelos writing on the aesthetic approach to racial identity
during the cosmopolitan, post-national period. From this comparative and historical survey, von Vacano
develops a concept of race as synthetic, ﬂuid and dynamic -- a concept that will have methodological,
historical, and normative value for understanding race in other diverse societies.
At Risk Piers Blaikie 2014-01-21 The term 'natural disaster' is often used to refer to natural events such as
earthquakes, hurricanes or ﬂoods. However, the phrase 'natural disaster' suggests an uncritical acceptance
of a deeply engrained ideological and cultural myth. At Risk questions this myth and argues that extreme
natural events are not disasters until a vulnerable group of people is exposed. The updated new edition
confronts a further ten years of ever more expensive and deadly disasters and discusses disaster not as an
aberration, but as a signal failure of mainstream 'development'. Two analytical models are provided as tools
for understanding vulnerability. One links remote and distant 'root causes' to 'unsafe conditions' in a
'progression of vulnerability'. The other uses the concepts of 'access' and 'livelihood' to understand why
some households are more vulnerable than others. Examining key natural events and incorporating
strategies to create a safer world, this revised edition is an important resource for those involved in the ﬁelds
of environment and development studies.
Glucose Revolution Jessie Inchauspe 2022-03-31 ***THE INSTANT SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER*** "Jessie
(a.k.a. the Glucose Goddess) takes you on a fun and informative journey to understand how food aﬀects your
sugar spikes and your health. This practical guide is full of wonderful tips and hacks on how and what to eat;
a must for anyone who wants to understand their body and improve their health." - Professor Tim Spector,
author of Diet Myth and Spoon Fed, professor of genetic epidemiology at King's College, London "Glucose
Revolution will help you feel better, cut cravings, connect with yourself, balance your hormones, live longer,
teach you science and put a smile on your face along the way. This book is one of my references - don't wait
to read it." - Davinia Taylor, British actor and #1 Sunday Times bestselling author of It's not a Diet Dietary
science is on the move. For decades, people were wrongly focused on reducing fat and calories, whereas we
now know that the real trouble-makers are the foods that deregulate our blood sugar levels. In writing both
clear and empathetic, biochemist Jessie Inchauspé explains why blood sugar spikes are so bad for us and
how to ﬂatten those spikes to transform our health. By analysing decades of research and running thousands
of original experiments on herself wearing a continuous glucose monitor, she has distilled 10 simple and
surprising hacks that can be easily incorporated into everyday life. By the end of this book, you'll be aware of
how food impacts your biology. You'll know which breakfast choices may be causing your cravings, in which
order you should eat the food on your plate, what not to do on an empty stomach, which foods lead to mood
swings, and how to avoid being sleepy at 3pm. You'll evolve the way you eat, take control of your health, and
your life will ﬂourish.
Psychology Rose M. Spielman 2018-08 The images in this textbook are in grayscale. There is a color version
available - search for ISBN 9781680922370. Psychology is designed to meet scope and sequence
requirements for the single-semester introduction to psychology course. The book oﬀers a comprehensive
treatment of core concepts, grounded in both classic studies and current and emerging research. The text
also includes coverage of the DSM-5 in examinations of psychological disorders. Psychology incorporates
discussions that reﬂect the diversity within the discipline, as well as the diversity of cultures and
communities across the globe.
Psychology 2e Rose M. Spielman 2020-04-22
Rethinking Colonial Pasts Through Archaeology Neal Ferris 2015-01-27 Rethinking Colonial Pasts
Through Archaeology explores the archaeologies of daily living left by the indigenous and other displaced
peoples impacted by European colonial expansion over the last 600 years. It presents alternative
understandings of the rise of European colonization in its shaping of global histories from the last half
millennium through archaeological ﬁndings, while revising conceptual frameworks for archaeology itself.
Unbroken Laura Hillenbrand 2010-11-16 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE • Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more.
In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his deﬁance into
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running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World War II
began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a doomed ﬂight on a May
afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Paciﬁc Ocean, against all odds,
Zamperini survived, adrift on a foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean,
leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of
endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suﬀering with hope, resolve, and humor;
brutality with rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of his
will. Unbroken is an unforgettable testament to the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought
vividly to life by Seabiscuit author Laura Hillenbrand. Hailed as the top nonﬁction book of the year by Time
magazine • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for biography and the Indies Choice Adult Nonﬁction
Book of the Year award “Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival epic.”—The Wall Street
Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting critics all the blurby adjectives
we normally try to avoid: It is amazing, unforgettable, gripping, harrowing, chilling, and inspiring.”—New York
“Staggering . . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so ferociously cinematic, the events she describes
so incredible, you don’t dare take your eyes oﬀ the page.”—People “A meticulous, soaring and beautifully
written account of an extraordinary life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling
narrative and an inspirational book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Magniﬁcent . . . incredible . . .
[Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful blend of sports, history and overcoming terriﬁc odds; this is
biography taken to the nth degree, a chronicle of a remarkable life lived through extraordinary times.”—The
Dallas Morning News “An astonishing testament to the superhuman power of tenacity.”—Entertainment
Weekly “A tale of triumph and redemption . . . astonishingly detailed.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A]
masterfully told true story . . . nothing less than a marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells this] story
with cool elegance but at a thrilling sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is] one of our best writers of
narrative history. You don’t have to be a sports fan or a war-history buﬀ to devour this book—you just have
to love great storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
The Role of Educators in Preventing and Responding to Child Abuse and Neglect Cynthia CrossonTower 2003
Living and Working in Space William David Compton 2013-05-13 The oﬃcial record of America's ﬁrst space
station, this book from the NASA History Series chronicles the Skylab program from its planning during the
1960s through its 1973 launch and 1979 conclusion. 1983 edition.
Historical Linguistics Lyle Campbell 2004 This accessible, hands-on text not only introduces students to
the important topicsin historical linguistics but also shows them how to apply the methods described and
how to thinkabout the issues; abundant examples and exercises allow students to focus on how to do
historicallinguistics. Distinctive to this text is its integration of the standard topics with others nowconsidered
important to the ﬁeld, including syntactic change, grammaticalization, sociolinguisticcontributions to
linguistic change, distant genetic relationships, areal linguistics, and linguisticprehistory. Examples are taken
from a broad range of languages; those from the more familiarEnglish, French, German, and Spanish make
the topics more accessible, while those fromnon-Indo-European languages show the depth and range of the
concepts they illustrate.This secondedition features expanded explanations and examples as well as updates
in light of recent work inlinguistics, including a defense of the family tree model, a response to recent claims
on lexicaldiﬀusion/frequency, and a section on why languages diversify and spread.
Cassava-Mealybug Interactions Paul-André Calatayud 2006 Most basic information on plant-mealybug
interactions during the last decade has come from research on the cassava Manihot esculenta Crantz
(Euphorbiaceae) system with two mealybug species, namely Phenacoccus manihoti Matile-Ferrero and
Phenacoccus herreni Cox and Williams (Sternorrhyncha: Pseudococcidae). Both these insects cause severe
damage to cassava in Africa and South America, respectively. This book reviews these interactions (plant
selection by the insects, nutritional requirements
The New Nationalism Theodore Roosevelt 1910
What is a Disaster? Ronald W. Perry 2005 What is a Disaster? Addresses the most basic question in the
ﬁeld: that of deﬁning the phenomenon of study. For theoretical advancement, it is important that
researchers begin to develop a consensus about the meaning of disasters and related phenomena. With the
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rise in international terrorism, one must clarify whether these events are disasters and if so, what kind of
disasters. Similarly, in addition to natural disasters, do we include riots, explosions, nuclear power plant
accidents, damn collapses, and land subsidence under the same conceptual umbrella? What practical and
theoretical diﬀerences does it make if the same label is used or not used for such diﬀerent situations? What
is a Disaster? Brings together twelve social scientists representing eight disciplines and seven countries to
share their deﬁnition and vision of disasters. In the process, a wide range of views are expressed and issues
raised regarding the relationship of academic versus practical deﬁnitions, the impact of grouping types of
disasters in diﬀerent ways, and the epistemologies on which theoretical growth should rest. The forum
provided involves the presentation of each author's views, followed by a discussant's critique, and closed
with a response from the author. The editor's close the volume with discussions of the theoretical framework
of disaster research and an agenda for disaster research in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
Arrowsmith Sinclair Lewis 2021-01-01 First published in 1925, 'Arrowsmith' is a novel by American author
Sinclair Lewis. It is arguably the earliest major novel to deal with the culture of science. It was written in the
period after the reforms of medical education ﬂowing from the Flexner Report on Medical Education in the
United States and Canada: A Report to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1910,
which had called on medical schools in the United States to adhere to mainstream science in their teaching
and research.
Child Protective Services Diane DePanﬁlis 2003 From the Preface: This manual, Child Protective Services:
A Guide for Caseworkers, examines the roles and responsibilities of child protective services (CPS) workers,
who are at the forefront of every community's child protection eﬀorts. The manual describes the basic stages
of the CPS process and the steps necessary to accomplish each stage: intake, initial assessment or
investigation, family assessment, case planning, service provision, evaluation of family progress, and case
closure. Best practices and critical issues in casework practice are underscored throughout. The primary
audience for this manual includes CPS caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators. State and local CPS
agency trainers may use the manual for preservice or inservice training of CPS caseworkers, while schools of
social work may add it to class reading lists to orient students to the ﬁeld of child protection. In addition,
other professionals and concerned community members may consult the manual for a greater understanding
of the child protection process. This manual builds on the information presented in A Coordinated Response
to Child Abuse and Neglect: The Foundation for Practice. Readers are encouraged to begin with that manual
as it addresses important information on which CPS practice is based-including deﬁnitions of child
maltreatment, risk factors, consequences, and the Federal and State basis for intervention. Some manuals in
the series also may be of interest in understanding the roles of other professional groups in responding to
child abuse and neglect, including: Substance abuse treatment providers; Domestic violence victim
advocates; Educators; Law enforcement personnel. Other manuals address special issues, such as building
partnerships and working with the courts on CPS cases.
All the Pretty Horses Cormac McCarthy 2010-08-11 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • The ﬁrst volume in the Border Trilogy, from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road All
the Pretty Horses is the tale of John Grady Cole, who at sixteen ﬁnds himself at the end of a long line of
Texas ranchers, cut oﬀ from the only life he has ever imagined for himself. With two companions, he sets oﬀ
for Mexico on a sometimes idyllic, sometimes comic journey to a place where dreams are paid for in blood.
Financial Accounting J. David Spiceland 2010-12 David Spiceland, Wayne Thomas and Don Herrmann have
developed a unique text based on over 50 collective years of experience in the classroom. They've brought
together best practices like highlighting Common Mistakes, oﬀering frequent Let's Review exercises,
integrating the course with a running Continuing Problem, demonstrating the relevance of the course to nonmajors with a Career Corner, and communicating it all in a student-friendly Conversational Writing Style. The
new 2nd edition of Financial Accounting, Spiceland, Thomas, Herrmann, has been developed with feedback
from over 330 reviewers and focus group participants from across the country. The following list of changes
and improvements is a testament to the many hours that reviewers spent analyzing the 1st edition, helping
make Financial Accounting, 2nd edition, the best book of its kind.
Lord of the Flies William Golding 2012-09-20 A plane crashes on a desert island and the only survivors, a
group of schoolboys, assemble on the beach and wait to be rescued. By day they inhabit a land of bright
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fantastic birds and dark blue seas, but at night their dreams are haunted by the image of a terrifying beast.
As the boys' delicate sense of order fades, so their childish dreams are transformed into something more
primitive, and their behaviour starts to take on a murderous, savage signiﬁcance. First published in 1954,
Lord of the Flies is one of the most celebrated and widely read of modern classics. Now fully revised and
updated, this educational edition includes chapter summaries, comprehension questions, discussion points,
classroom activities, a biographical proﬁle of Golding, historical context relevant to the novel and an essay
on Lord of the Flies by William Golding entitled 'Fable'. Aimed at Key Stage 3 and 4 students, it also includes
a section on literary theory for advanced or A-level students. The educational edition encourages original and
independent thinking while guiding the student through the text - ideal for use in the classroom and at home.
Oﬃcer Buckle and Gloria Peggy Rathmann 1995-09-28 "Besides the beguiling story, the aﬀable illustrations
of the smiling Gloria, the accidental mayhem in the background, and the myriad safety tips -- such as 'always
pull the toothpick out of your sandwhich' and 'never lick a stop sign in the winter' -- add to the enjoyment. A
glorious picture book." -- The Horn Book"Rathmann is a quick rising star in the world of chidren's books. In
this book, she again shows her ﬂair for creating real characters, dramatic situations and for knowing what
will make young audiences giggle and think." -- Children's Book Review Magazine"Rathman brings a lighterthan-air comic touch to this outstanding, solid-as-a-brick picture book." -- Publisher's Weekly"A ﬁve-star
performance." -- School Library Journal
Notes from the Underground Fyodor Dostoyevsky 2013-05-27 Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s “Notes from
Underground” is considered by many to be the ﬁrst existentialist novel. It presents itself as an excerpt from
the rambling memoirs of a bitter, isolated, unnamed narrator (generally referred to by critics as the
Underground Man) who is a retired civil servant living in St. Petersburg. The ﬁrst part of the story is told in
monologue form, or the underground man's diary, and attacks emerging Western philosophy, especially
Nikolay Chernyshevsky's “What Is to Be Done?” The second part of the book is called "Àpropos of the Wet
Snow," and describes certain events that, it seems, are destroying and sometimes renewing the
underground man, who acts as a ﬁrst person, unreliable narrator.
The Language of Heaven Sam Storms 2019 What does the gift giver say about the gift He gave? This book
will help you overcome the arguments, fears, and anxieties related to this gift. FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Shares the author's personal testimony and spiritual journey with speaking in tongues Examines the history
of this gift in the church for the past two thousand years Interacts with those who have denied that this gift is
valid for today's church Speaks to the relationship between Spirit baptism, Spirit ﬁlling, and the gift of
tongues Few other issues have separated the church more than the issue of tongues. Sam Storms focuses on
this controversial subject with his signature insights to theology and the gifts of the spirit. What does the gift
giver say about the gift He gave? Storms seeks to bring balance to this subject in The Language of Heaven
as he wrestles with this sensitive issue experientially as well as theologically. He ultimately provides a
platform to allow God to speak for Himself as he addresses every text of Scripture on the subject and
engages with every theological issue that speaking in tongues provokes. As a pastor, Storms knows the
questions that the typical churchgoer is asking and provides clear and accessible answers to them all,
including: Is the gift of tongues for every Christian or only some? How does the gift of tongues operate in the
life of the believer individually in private practice? How does the gift of tongues operate in the corporate
assembly of God's church? How is the Christian ediﬁed and strengthened by praying in tongues? How do I
pray for the gift and prepare my heart to receive it? You can overcome the arguments, fears, and anxieties
related to this spiritual gift. Remember, God gives only good gifts, and it is His intention that His church
utilize all that He has provided so that we might experience all that He is.
The Disappearing Spoon Sam Kean 2010-07-12 From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean comes
incredible stories of science, history, ﬁnance, mythology, the arts, medicine, and more, as told by the
Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)? How did radium (Ra, 88) nearly ruin Marie Curie's
reputation? And why is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to element for laboratory pranksters?* The Periodic Table is a
crowning scientiﬁc achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure, betrayal, and obsession. These
fascinating tales follow every element on the table as they play out their parts in human history, and in the
lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered them. THE DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses
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science with the classic lore of invention, investigation, and discovery--from the Big Bang through the end of
time. *Though solid at room temperature, gallium is a moldable metal that melts at 84 degrees Fahrenheit. A
classic science prank is to mold gallium spoons, serve them with tea, and watch guests recoil as their
utensils disappear.
The Bean Trees Barbara Kingsolver 2013-05-07 Clear-eyed and spirited, Taylor Greer grew up poor in rural
Kentucky with the goals of avoiding pregnancy and getting away. But when she heads west with high hopes
and a barely functional car, she meets the human condition head-on. By the time Taylor arrives in Tucson,
Arizona, she has acquired a completely unexpected child, a three-year-old American Indian girl named Turtle,
and must somehow come to terms with both motherhood and the necessity for putting down roots. Hers is a
story about love and friendship, abandonment and belonging, and the discovery of surprising resources in
apparently empty places.
The House on Mango Street Sandra Cisneros 2013-04-30 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A coming-of-age classic,
acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike, and translated
around the world—from the winner of the 2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International
Literature. The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl
growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will become. Told in a series of vignettessometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic story of
childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have touched so many readers. “Cisneros draws
on her rich [Latino] heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare prose, creat[ing] unforgettable characters we
want to lift oﬀ the page. She is not only a gifted writer, but an absolutely essential one.” —The New York
Times Book Review
Popular Science 1945-08 Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to
be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
Flow Past Highly Compliant Boundaries and in Collapsible Tubes Peter W. Carpenter 2013-11-11 The
IUTAM Symposium on Flow in Collapsible Tubes and Past Other Highly Compliant Boundaries was held on
26-30 March, 2001, at the University of Warwick. As this was the ﬁrst scientiﬁc meeting of its kind we
considered it important to mark the occasion by producing a book. Accordingly, at the end of the Symposium
the Scientiﬁc Committee met to discuss the most appropriate format for the book. We wished to avoid the
format of the conventional conference book consisting of a large number of short articles of varying quality.
It was agreed that instead we should produce a limited number of rigorously refereed and edited articles by
selected participants who would aim to sum up the state of the art in their particular research area. The
outcome is the present book. Peter W. Ca rpenter, Warwick Timothy J. Pedley, Cambridge May, 2002. VB
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE Co-Chair: P.W. Carpenter, Engineering, Warwiek, UK Co-Chair: TJ. Pedley, DAMTP,
Cambridge, UK V.V. Babenko, Hydromechanics, Kiev, Ukraine R. Bannasch, Bionik & Evolutionstechnik, TU
Berlin, Germany C.D. Bertram, Biomedical Engineering, New South Wales, Australia M. Gad-el-Hak,
Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering, Notre Dame, USA J.B. Grotberg, Biomedical Engineering, Michigan,
USA. R.D. Kamm, Mechanical Engineering, MIT, USA Y. Matsuzaki, Aerospace Engineering, N agoya, Japan
P.K. Sen, Applied Mechanics, IIT Delhi, India L. van Wijngaarden, Twente, Netherlands K-S. Yeo, Mechanical
Engineering, NU Singapore.
Full Preparation 2001
Learning and Understanding National Research Council 2002-08-06 This book takes a fresh look at
programs for advanced studies for high school students in the United States, with a particular focus on the
Advanced Placement and the International Baccalaureate programs, and asks how advanced studies can be
signiﬁcantly improved in general. It also examines two of the core issues surrounding these programs: they
can have a profound impact on other components of the education system and participation in the programs
has become key to admission at selective institutions of higher education. By looking at what could enhance
the quality of high school advanced study programs as well as what precedes and comes after these
programs, this report provides teachers, parents, curriculum developers, administrators, college science and
mathematics faculty, and the educational research community with a detailed assessment that can be used
to guide change within advanced study programs.
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